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Abstract

me main gadl of this research is to create exercise pr@ess design *,hich is then Lretl to inclease
and to rcpai (impro|eme t and theruphy) exercise motivalion problems of nanonol spo athelets in
province. Tlrc reseorch uses the design of sport action research which is improved frin class action
resealch by Kemmis and Mc. Tagart Q998). There are 3 crcrtls for obsened and each cyclus consists of4
suneys and 4 acfivities: planning, actian, obsenation, atul reftection. Ihere are i 2 ARCS nodet actions forcooches and archery atheles. me subject of research b an archery coach '9ho impremekts ARCS ewrcise
nodel, and the abject of research are 18 archery athletes o:f puxtatda pON XI/i with that mo(let. Ihe
insrntments of research are athlete obsenation sheet, coach, and quetioner before and ofer se the ARcs
exercise model- Based on lhe anslrsis and daras intelpretation and also the geieral rlistuss, it is concl ded
that ARCS exercise nodel can inclea,e clercise motivttion af arhletes in Dly.me indicator of this
increasing could be seen from the changes of athletes heh.tre's in .{'pects: atention, enth siasm,
cancehlrution, and discipline. The score offnal test in archery is also increare. In cl,clus I, there arc still
cannot be ieen some ARCS conponents in eaercise like reteyance, confdehce and s;sfaction. In qn:lus ,two ARCS components \|hich are not stun up are attention and confdence. In cphls III, ait ARCS
componenls implemented by coach_ There fore all ARCS components have been implemented b, coa.h &td it
could change athletes behaves so they h6,e more attentian, more parsi)n, mor; concentration, and more

Xe! Wordt: Implementatian, ARCS etercise n().lel, moti|uton, archery athlete-

INTRODUCTION

Sports as strength development is
closely related to the formation of the whole
person produclive, competitive, and have a
competitive advantage, is expecled to
contribute to the achievement of peak
performance an sports nationally and
intemationally. Success or decline of sporting
achievemerd in a counlry can not be
separated from the role of coaching
achievements in the area / province. V\4th
regard to the attention of the coaching sports

achievements should be directed to the
pockets of regjonal development. Weak
resource athtetes, coaches, facilities, and
systems training faced by the cunent
provincial govemment must be overcome by
makrng systematic planning, regular, with
clear parameters.

It js undeniable that the maslery of
science and technology (Science and
Technology) was instrumental in Ine
advancement of the sport. The role of
science and technology in improving ihe

+brild\
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athlete's performance is believed to be ao'e

to overcome the adversity of national sporting

achievements. lt is listed in Article 20,
paragraph 3, Article 27, paragraph 3 and

Article 74 Seclion 1,2,3,4,5 Sistem
Keolahragaan Nasional Act 3 of 2005.

Indonesia's sports achievements in the event

the SEA Games, Asian Games, Olympic

Games over the years have ups and downs.

However, the condition of national sports

achievement is accelerating slower than

other countries such as China, Japan, Korea,

and even Thailand, so the condition of sports
in Indonesia, particularly sports coaching

achievements are still far from what we

expect ( Muthohir , 2004: 47 - 48 ). lf it is not

immediate professional efforts in handling,

the lndonesian sporting achievements will be

fat behind the sporting achievements in other

countries. Efforts to improve performance in

sports need to be implemented in order to
compete with other countries. The

Govemment has outlined that in order to

build or having an outstanding athlete takes a

long-lerm development that require a

treatment in a systematic, purposeful,

planned and canied out consistently and at

an early age. At least it is starting to look a
little on the achievements of Indonesia to

become the overall champion for the 26th
SEA Games in Jakarta and Palembang.

Special Region of Yogyakarta (Dl\0 in

20092012 has set a 5 (five) national sporl

teatured in the developed regions in the level

of achievemenl in Asia. Fifth, among other

sports; Archery, Beach Volleyball,

Tae Kwon Do, and Wushu.

Cycling,

DIY for fifrh makes the sport as a
sport has been proven superior than his
achievement is also due to the availability ot
the ca.rying capacity of lite human resources,
the supporl of educalional institutions that
provide facilities and infrasfudure, which is
regularly held event match, and geographical

location support. Besides the ppLp and
PPLM some sports that arc managed by the
Department of Education and Sport DlY, stub
classes in junior high and high school sports
to give the feel ol a healthy competitive for
national flagship sporis coaching
achievements in the area. ln facl, lhere are
concerns with the amount of carrying
capacity that has not been funclioning
optimally. The indicator is the emergence of
coordination problems between the board,
the less optimal training, lack of motivation
from coaches to athlete3, less than optimal
performance of athletes during training, the
low quality of the implementation of exercise
programs, and a lack of pfocess and
outcome evaluation tool training.

Based on preliminary studies that the
researchers did on 3 to 10 April 2011 through
field observations and interviews with leading
sports coaches nationwide in DlY, it is known
thal the problem of motivation in the following
practice Puslatda PON Xvlll is a serious
problem faced by the coach on the 1ield.
Archery coach who is one of the leading
nationat sport, athleles reveal about the
motivation to practice is slill low. Proven
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achievement but even during the training
process is not canied out in accordance with

the values of discipline and seriousness.

Facts on the ground indicate there is siill the

athlete came late, less serious, and tend to

be lazy at practice. This situation is also
canied in the daily lifestyle of the hedonistic

athletes.

The results Mcclelland (1997)

showed that people who excel (managed with

supenor predicate) has

motivatjon to become champion in the
exercise so that it looks less vibrant and legs
discipline, and (6) a lot ot athletes who are
satisfied have become part of the national
team or teel the uhimate goal has been
reached. Based on the opinion of the aoove
can be said that the lack of self-confidence
(sef-efficacf) on the ability and achievement
motivation to be the main cause of decreased
performance athletes. Many efforts are
directed to improve the motivation of athjetes
with the aim that the athlete can be motivated
to excel- Cunently the impact of motivators
are still yet to be seen or felt. This may also
be due to the formulation itself is less clear
motivation for gome people. Many people

assume lhat by raising morale alone is
enough to raise achievement motivation, but
nol enougn.

In this regard, the findings with
respect to some of the problems faced by the
coach on the field, this research will try to
apply a training model ca ed the ARCS
model of training in the nationat flagship
sports jn the area. ARCS modei (Attention,

Relevance, Confidence, Satisfaction),
developed by Keller and Kopp (1987: 2-9) as
the answef to the question how to design a
training process that can influence motivation
to practice and achievement. 'The ARCS
Model focuses on the conditions Necessary

to be sustained to keep the leamer interesled
in the topic" (Femandez, '1999). Therefore,

this research is very important to provide

empirical findings in the form of an increase

or jmprovement (improvement and Therapy)

profiles/characleristics, among others: ('l) In
general avoid achievement goals are easy

and difficult, they aclually prefer a moderate
goals that they think ',vill can be .ealized or

achieved, (2) lrore like immediate feedback

and can be relied on ho\/ they perform, (3)

liked responsibility in solving ihe problem. In

education, the results of research among
students Mcolelland proved that achievement

motivation contributes up to 64% on student

achievement. Results for arehery team try out

the DIY contingent on some event before the

executjon ol PON, as in Popnas X in 2011

that most of his athletes prepared for PON

2012, tatled to meet the target of the gold

medal. Recognjzed by trainers that deleat the

DIY contingent fautt of athletes is related to

the factor of experience playing and

competing athletes mentally weak.

The results of Hadinata (in

Adisasmito, 2007) states that ('1) the general

Indonesian athletes have less confidence in

the ability, (2) lack strong motivation to

become champion, (3) fear losing and tense,
(4) fear not can play well, (5) lack the
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on the performance of athletes during training ) | get clear goals and objeclives in praclice
or the training process especially in a sport archery ; (5) | was given fe€dback on the
Archery is one ofthe national sports featured work done, (6) | was assessed by objective
in DlY, and tair in during the archery range, (t I was
METHODS given the opportunity to evaluate the exercise

This study uses aciion research frjends, (8) | was given the opportunity to

design exercise developed from classroom evaluate their own, (9) | disco\€red the

aclion research by Kemmis and Mc. Taggad benefits of praclicing archery ior athletes of
(1998). lmptemernation is ptanned as much life for both present and tuture, (10) | believe

as 3 cycles, each cycle consisting of 4 times archery is a branch that could contribute

face to face. Each cycle consists of four medals in the 2012 PON Riau

activities, namely: Planning; action; Bas€d on the calculaiion above

observation, and .eflection. This is a research shows that there is a difference in attitude or

subjecl is 1 archery coach as the coach who response to exercise archery athletes before

apply ARCS tfaining model, and the object of and afrer exercise were given ARCS models.

study is 18 male and female athletes archery The difference is very signmcanl because the

Puslatda PON Xvlll are subject to the t*m = 96i18 is greater than t l.bl" = 2110at

training model. the 0.05 significance level. This result implies

RESULT that the attitude or response of the better

Observations on the imolementation athletes on the archery range, afier being

of archery exercises that took place in three given the ARcs model of practice Meaning

cycles with 12 meetings refened to above they gain the confidence to tollow the practice

shows that the modet is aoplied to the ARCS of a.chery; those interested in fo[o,,ing the

training materials archery training can archery range' they are satisfied in the

improve attention, spirit, concentration, and follo\/ving archery range' they get a clear

discipline. Measurementrs with a Likerl scale goals and targels in archery practice' they

questionnaire done to all the athletes who were given feedback on the work done; their

were 18 people concemed about their assessed by objedi\€ and fair in during the

attitudes in archery training process before archery range; their triends were given the

being given the ARcs model ol training and opportunity to evaluate the training' they uiere

after the training given ARCS models. The given the opportunity to evaluate their own'

tenth item questionnaire revealed the they find the benefits of practicing archery tor

following matters:(1) lgained the confidence athletes of life for both present and future'

to follow the archery range, (2) | am and they believe that archery is a branch

interested in following the archery range, (3) | could contibute medals in PoN Riau 20'12'

am satisfed in the following archery range, (4
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Further data analysis to compare the

response of alhletes are categorized as

go&, laity good, poot, or both before and

afer the archery range with ARCS model of

Based on the results of the data

analysis showed that the attitude or response

of no change in athletes before and after

using the ARCS model of training in archery

practice. This means that afte. us,ng the

ARCS model of training athletes have a

positive attitude or response- lndicator after

Table 2. Results of the analysis of the attitude / response to exercise archery athletes

training, the athlete respondent data were

analyzed wilh SPSS 19 series and obtained

the results as shown bejow:

exercise ARCS model response is pretty

good athlete and a good 67% 33%. While

athletes who have a poor response and no

one, not good. Graphical comparison of the

attitude or response of the athletes listed on

the histogram chart below

lable L Criteria categorization of athlete answers

Cukup Baik

before and after exercise ARCS model

Sebelum menggunakan model ARCS :

Kurang Baik

Cukup Baik

Sesudah menggunakan model ARCS :

cukup Baik

Baik

+bi$d\Yh
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Picture 1. Histogram athlete response to the archery range before using the ARCS

mooel

a

a

Picture 2. Histogram athlete response to the archery range affer the ARCS model
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DrscusstoN
Based on the descrjption of the

observations and quantitative analysis of
act'vity when training coaches and athletes
durtng kaining activities during the .12

meetrngs were classjfied into 3 cycles
showed that the apptication of the ARCS
model of practice archery training process,
can increase the motivation of athtetes lo
farticipate jn the exercise. Indicator of
increased motivation it can be seen from me
changes in the behavjor of athletes on
aspects of attention, spirit, concentration, and
discipline which was higher than before using
the ARCS model of pradice. The observalon
|s corroborated by lhe results of a quantitative
analysis which shows that there are
significant differenc€s in attitude or response
to exercise archery athletes before and after
exerose were gjven ARCS models. Better
athlete response to the archery range after
being given ARCS models. Further data
analysjs results show the attitude or response
of no change in athletes before and after
exercise ARCS model in following materials
archery range. This means that after using
the ARCS model of training athletes have a
positive attitude or response to the archery
range- Indicator after exercise ARCS model
response obtained athletes score good
enough category = good = 76.6 % and U.4
%, while athletes who respond less well and
no one, are not good.

The result is in tine with the theory of
the ARCS model of praciice that apply in the
process of training a sport, can improve
motrvation and performance afhletes. ARCS
model (Attention, Retevance, Confidence,
Satisfaction), developed by Ke er and Knop
(1987: 2-9) as the answer to the quesiion
how to design exercises thal can influence
motivation to pradics and p€rform.'The
ARCS Modet focuses on the conditions
Necessary to be sustajned to keep the
leamer interested in the topic,, (Femadez,
1999). Through co aborative ac{ion between
leclurers and trainers, ARCS exercis€ as
models that have resulted from this researcn
can be usd as a basis for implementing
coach credible form of archery kaining well.
lhis result ls also significant as an altemalve
to overcome the problem of low motivation of
athletes training especially archery practice
greettngs

Success in improving the ARCS
model of motivational training athletes at the
archery range, can not be separated from the
coach seriousness in applying ARCS
components in accordance with me
provisjons that have been agreed. lt appears
at the time of exercise. Training program as a
handle (guidelines) and their coach other
materials have been well prepared. Grip
exercise program as a coach has been
struclured such that the exercjse program
containing ARCS componenls that include
attention. relevance. confidence, satisfaction.
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All of it has been applied by the coach to

arouse the attention of athletes (assurance).

conducl relevant activities (relevance),

instilling confidence athlete (contidence), and
ownership valued in athletes (satisfactjon)-

Coach has done all of these components wjth

the strategy or tfaining methods used, along

with equipment used exercise facilities.

lo more concrete practical

applications ARCS model of the components

in the archery range has been implemented,

for example in applying the flrs't component of

attention (attention), the coach told me

something intere.sting before praclice begins

to attract the attention of athletes during

training process. At this component tells the

story ot a successful coach Lance Armstrong,

cycling world champion \ /ho at first it had

testicular cancer. However, due to the
delermination and God's miracle he managed

to recover and succeed as a bike rider. 'fhe

coach also has to pay attention to the

athletes to participate actively in the

discussion invites athletes to choose the

training materials will be made. At this stage

the proposed training athletes focusing.

which is one of the mental training exercises

to practice concentration. One form of

exercise is an exe.cise focusing watching the

clock face. During this exercise, athletes are

always controlled to determine the success of

the pradice of concentfation. For athletes

who have succeeded in the exercise coupled

with a more difficult level is to listen to music,

to listen to the news, or by talking with the

coach. lmplementation of this exercise is that

athletes can gain the attention ot the coach
by choosing what training js needed to
overcome its shortcomings.

On other aclivities. coaches give

attention to a variety of styles to Aain
athletes. At thjs stage the coach teaches
imagery exercise. Exercise imagery (mental

imagery) is a form of mental exercise in me
form of self imagery and movement in mind.
Benefits than exercise imagery, among
others, is to leam new movements or repeat;

rediry a wrong move or rudimentary;

simulation exercise in mind; exercises for the
moderate rehabilitation of iniured athletes.
lhis imagery exercise is often equated wiih
visualization exercises because the same
conduct movement imagery in the mind_
However, in the imagery of the athlete not

only 'see' the movement itself but also sense
of hearing fungtion, touch, smell and taste.
To be able lo master the imagery exercise,
an athlete must be proficrent in performing

felaxation exercises flrst. This implementation

is intended to be an athlete can solve the
given problems related to motivational trarner

ln the second component of relevance
(reievant), which relate to the life experiences

athletes either now or who have o\ /ned or
related to curent career or future, has been

applied conectly. Coach suggesled

objectives that must be achieved before

training athletes. At this stage the coach to
set goals such as diaphragmatic exercise
(zen breathing). Good breathing is a
fundamental factor in shaping concentration.
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Good breathing is not only a source of
relaxation, but it can facilitate the appearance

and increase the amount of orygen jn the
blood is useful for cleaning the remnants of
disposal. One good method of breathing is
done for archers zen breathing melhod. This
method emphasizes breathing exercises

dlaphragmatic breathing method diapragma
is slow and relaxed than the upper chest
breathing. Breathing in diapragma will reduce
blood pressure and pulse rate drop that
produces anxiety. Another activity, coach
gives concrete examples during training
came in the form of rehearsal early, helping
prepare archery equipment to be used, do
apersepsi before exercise, and provide an
evaluation after the workout- On one
occasion the coach also shot on ta€et. lt is
intended to motivate athletes and
demonstrate the skill being trained.

Coach also convey a message or
story about rewards to be gained if the
athletes perform in events such as PON, SEA
games. Asian Games, or the Olympics.

Athletes not only eam the bonus money from
the government but it is also possibte to
obtain a home or a job as a civil servant. In
addition to the athletes ' ho can achieve high
performance ,s very likely to obtain rewards

of sponsorship or advertising. The
achievement will be obtained if the athlele

earnest and consistent in training and
attending various archery events at the
regional and national levels. This expression
has been delivered, both before and after
exerose.

,.LfIAY}
\ / - d - ! t r l | i : I  t

The third component of contidence
(confident), the coach gave a difftcult task but
it is quite realistic for athletes. In general
pracrice performed archery Puslatda athreres
practice archery by pracljcing archery is the
nat,onal round of individual events such as
the distance of 30 meters, 50 meters, 60
meters and 70 meters. This exercise is done
with a horizontal position or standing. In one
of the component elements ot thjs attention
that can be grven is a variety of exercises.
Researchers with the coach and athEre
representatives held discussions to provide a
variety of exercises related to the material
that is archery anchor points in a tradittonal
style or seated position. This practice is still
focused on the material accuracy of archery.
The goal is stjll the same as the national
round of archery practice. The coach also
showed video tapes or portrait sportsman
who has been successful. However, this
activity is carried out dkec$y in conjunclion
with the implementation of the National
Student Sports Week (Popnas) Xl in
Pekanbaru Riau. Opportunity was used to
study the profile athletes who c.mpeted. In
this activity DIY sending 12 athletes who fetl
in various numbers.

Trainers also bring someone famous
in a field as a speaker. According to the
agreement betl/een the researcher and
trainer in the third cycle, then are brought
senior DIY archery coach, Mr Sukarto quite
have the "name" , both in Yogyakarta
province and nalional arena. He is a coach,
mentor, and lecturer, and former chairman of
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Perpani DIY experience of playing and

organization. Ihe coach was introduced to

the athleies before the practr'ce begins to

then share their experiences as well as

motivate the athlete to have a positive

attitude and self-confidence. The coach was

given a good oppoftunity to motivate athletes

during exercise routine especjally when

athletes nearing the match.

The tourth component of satisfaction
(teeling rewarded), whjch is related to the

feedback given to the athlete or coach

instead of athletes to other athletes, also

operate conectly. This method has been

canied out with the coach paid tribute to

athletes if it succeeds in doing certain

techniques. Coaches give praise to the

athletes if successful in doing certain

techniques. This actjvity is carded out to
provide reinforcement for athletes to feel

appreciated. Simple sentence phrase used is

"good", "amazing", "greaf', "nice', 'keep ",

"excellent" .

CONCLUSION

Based on the analysis and

interpretation of data as well as the general

discussion can be concluded that the ARCS

model of exercise can inqease the

motivation of athletes praclic€ archery DlY.

lndicator of increased motivation it can be

seen from the changes in the behavior of

athletes in the following aspects: attention.

spirit, concentration, and discipline which was

higher than before using the ARCS model of

praclice. Study the application of the ARCS

model of practice is limited to archery

athletes. So that their emergence can be felt
more widely researched need to be applied to

other sports athletes that have different
characlerjstics both psychological and
physical aspects of archery athleles.
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